Abstract. We study the deformation theory of projective StanleyReisner schemes associated to combinatorial manifolds. We achieve detailed descriptions of first order deformations and obstruction spaces. Versal base spaces are given for certain Stanley-Reisner surfaces.
Introduction
We consider the deformation theory of projective Stanley-Reisner schemes associated to combinatorial manifolds. This paper builds on the results of [AC04] where we described the cotangent cohomology of Stanley-Reisner rings for arbitrary simplicial complexes.
Smoothings of Stanley-Reisner schemes associated to combinatorial manifolds yield interesting algebraic geometric varieties. For example if the complex is a triangulated sphere then the smoothing (if possible) would be Calabi-Yau. The Stanley-Reisner scheme of a triangulated torus would smooth to an abelian variety. A triangulated RP 2 would give an Enriques surface. It is our hope that the results of this paper may be useful for the study of degenerations of such special varieties.
In the surface case there will be non-algebraic deformations of these Stanley-Reisner schemes. To separate the algebraic deformations we use the functor Def (X,L) of deformations of the pair (X, L), X a scheme and L an invertible sheaf on X. In Section 3 we state and prove properties of this functor for singular schemes.
We can give a very explicit account of first order deformations and obstruction spaces. In the curve, surface and threefold case we are able to give dimension formulas. This is done in Sections 4 and 5.
In the surface case we detail the non-algebraic deformations in the beginning of Section 6. We conclude the paper with a description of the versal base space of algebraic deformations for 2-dimensional combinatorial manifolds with vertex valencies not greater than 6.
Preliminaries
2.1. Simplicial complexes and combinatorial manifolds. Let [n] be the set {0, . . . , n} and let ∆ n := 2 [n] be the full simplex. A simplicial complex for us is a subset K ⊆ ∆ n satisfying the face relation: f ∈ K & g ⊆ f ⇒ g ∈ K. We denote the the support of K by [K] = {i ∈ [n] | {i} ∈ K}.
For g ⊆ [n], denote byḡ := 2 g and ∂g :=ḡ \ {g} the full simplex and its boundary, respectively. The join K * L of two complexes K and L is the complex defined by K * L := {f ∨ g : f ∈ K, g ∈ L} where ∨ means the disjoint union. If f ∈ K is a face, we may define • the link of f in K; lk(f, K) := {g ∈ K : g ∩ f = ∅ and g ∪ f ∈ K},
• the open star of f in K; st(f, K) := {g ∈ K : f ⊆ g}, and
• the closed star of f in K; st(f, K) := {g ∈ K : g ∪ f ∈ K}. Notice that the closed star is the subcomplex st(f, K) =f * lk(f, K). The geometric realization of K, denoted |K|, is defined as On the other hand, each subset Y ⊆ K, i.e. Y is not necessarily a subcomplex, determines a topological space
In particular, K \ {∅} = |K| and K = | cone(K)| where cone(K) is the simplicial complex ∆ 0 * K. If f is an r-dimensional face of K, define the valency of f , ν(f ), to be the number of (r + 1)-dimensional faces containing f . Thus ν(f ) equals the number of vertices in lk(f, K).
In this paper we are mostly interested in combinatorial manifolds. We refer to [Hud69] for definitions and results in P L topology. A combinatorial n-sphere is a simplicial complex K such that |K| is P L-homeomorphic to |∂∆ n+1 |. A simplicial complex K is a combinatorial n-manifold if for all non-empty faces f ∈ K, | lk(f, K)| is a combinatorial sphere of dimension n−dim f −1. If we also allow | lk(f, K)| to be a ball of dimension n−dim f −1, then K is called a combinatorial manifold with boundary. In this case we denote the boundary ∂K = {f ∈ K | | lk(f, K)| is a ball}. In dimensions less than four all triangulations of topological manifolds are combinatorial manifolds (see e.g. [Hud69] ). In this paper we call K a manifold if it is a combinatorial manifold without boundary.
We will need notation for some special manifolds. Write ΣK for the suspension of a complex K. Let E n be the boundary of the n-gon; i.e. |E n | ≈ S 1 . Let C n be the chain of n 1-simplices; i.e. |C n | ≈ B 1 . Let ∂C(n, 3) = ∂ 1 * C n−3 ∪∂C n−3 * 1 be the boundary of the 3-dimensional cyclic polytope (see [Grü03, 4.7] ). If [ 1 ] = {0, n − 1} and [C n−3 ] = {1, 2, . . . , n − 2} then the facets of ∂C(n, 3) are {0, 2, n − 1}, {0, n − 2, n − 1}, {0, 2, 3}, {0, 3, 4}, . . . , {0, n − 3, n − 2}, {2, 3, n − 1}, {3, 4, n − 1}, . . . , {n − 3, n − 2, n − 1}.
A drawing of this complex for n = 7 may be found in Section 5.
2.2. Stanley-Reisner schemes. Let P = k[x 0 , . . . , x n ] be the polynomial ring in n + 1 variables over an algebraically closed field field k. If a = {i 1 , . . . , i k } ∈ ∆ n , we write x a ∈ P for the square free monomial
If a = (a 0 , . . . , a n ) ∈ Z n+1 , set x a ∈ P to be the monomial x
n . The support of a is defined as a := {i ∈ [n] | a i = 0}. We will throughout write c = a − b for the decomposition of c in its positive and negative part, i.e., a, b ∈ N n+1 with both elements having disjoint supports a and b, respectively.
A simplicial complex K ⊆ ∆ n gives rise to an ideal
The Stanley-Reisner ring is then A K = P/I K . We refer to [Sta96] for more on Stanley-Reisner rings. We can associate the schemes A(K) = Spec A K and P(K) = Proj A K with these rings. The latter looks like |K| -its simplices have just been replaced by projective spaces. If f is a subset of [n], let D + (x f ) ⊆ P(K) be the chart corresponding to homogeneous localization of A K by the powers of x f . Then D + (x f ) is empty unless f ∈ K and if f ∈ K then
We will need the following result of Hochster as stated in [Sta96, Proof of Theorem 4.1].
Theorem 2.1. Let m be the irrelevant maximal ideal in the multi-graded
Recall that by comparing theČech complex of m O Proj A (m) and the complex computing
As a consequence we get Theorem 2.2. If K is a simplicial complex then
The cotangent spaces and sheaves. For standard definitions and results in deformation theory of schemes we refer to [Ser06] . To fix notation we recall that for an S-algebra A and an A-module M there exist the cotangent modules T i A/S (M ). We write T i A when S = k and M = A. The .) Let S be a sheaf of rings on Y , A an S algebra and F an A module. We get the cotangent cohomology sheaves T i A/S (F) as the sheaves associated to the presheaves U → T i (A(U )/S(U ); F(U )).
There are also the groups T i A/S (F) -the hyper-cohomology of the cotangent complex on Y . If A = F = O Y and S = k, then (abbreviating as above) the T i Y play the same role in the deformation theory of Y as in the local case. There is a "local-global" spectral sequence
which relates the local and global deformations. In particular first order automorphisms are described as T 0 Y = H 0 (Y, Θ Y ) and there is an exact sequence
Let X be a scheme over an algebraically closed field k and L an invertible sheaf on X. Let A be an object in the category A of local artinian k-algebras with residue field k. We recall the definition of the functor Def (X,L) of infinitesimal deformations of the pair (X, L) in [Ser06, 3.3 .3] and generalize its properties to singular schemes.
An infinitesimal deformation of the pair (X, L) over A is a deformation X → Spec(A) with an invertible sheaf L on X such that L |X = L. Two such deformations (X , L) and (X , L ) are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism of deformations f : X → X and an isomorphism L → f * L . Let Def (X,L) : A → (sets) denote the corresponding functor of Artin rings. We define Def (X,L) to be the subfunctor of deformations of the pair where the deformation of X is locally trivial.
For any scheme there is a natural map O * X → Ω 1 X defined locally by
is also exact. In the smooth case this is known as the Atiyah extension associated to L. We generalize [Ser06, Theorem 3.3.11].
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a reduced projective scheme and L an invertible sheaf on X. Then:
and an exact sequence of k-vector spaces
there is a first-order deformation of L along ξ if and only if in the Yoneda product
Remark. It follows from (i) and (v) and a theorem of Artin ([Ser06, Theorem 2.5.14]) that under the conditions in (v), Def (X,L) has an algebraic versal deformation.
Proof. In the proof of [Ser06, Theorem 3.3.11] the Schlessinger conditions are checked for Def (X,L) in the case X is nonsingular, but nowhere is the assumption nonsingular needed. For the remainder of the proof choose an affine cover
(ii) We will define a map Φ :
is a first-order deformation, then the cotangent sequence for k → O X → O X becomes the exact sequence
and the class of this extension in Ext
If (X , L) represents a first-order deformation we may construct an extension e L :
and a commutative diagram of exact sequences
with surjective vertical maps. Thus ker(β) ker(α) O X . This yields an exact sequence
To describe Φ −1 we look again at why Ext
, then construct the first-order deformation with structure sheaf O X := A × Ω 1 X O X , where the fibre product is with respect to p and the universal derivation d :
From the extension e L we have a map α : Ω 1 X → Q L and we may construct the pullback extension by α. Let the middle term in this extension be A = B × Q L Ω 1 X . We get a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:
0 0 where the right column is e L and the the first row defines a first order deformation O X as above .
To create L we need a cocycle (
Thus b ij = a ij /f ij defines a class in H 1 (X, A) and
So to construct L we need to find a class in p −1 (e L ) ⊆ H 1 (X, A). A diagram chase shows that e L is the pushout of the middle column of the diagram 3.1 by p. Thus the extension class of
give us the wanted class. To be precise this class is δ(1) where
is induced from the exact sequence. This also shows that this extension is e L ⊗ k so we have defined Φ −1 .
The local-global spectral sequence for Ext yields a four-term exact sequence
which is almost what we want. Apply Ext(−, O X ) to e L to get
X . This proves the existence of the exact sequence in (ii).
(iii) Consider a small extension 0 → (t) → A → A → 0 of local artinian k-algebras and let (X , L) be a deformation over A. The obstructions in the two first spaces are well known. If they vanish we are in the following situation:
We need to prove that both the obstruction for gluing the O i and the obstruction for lifting
We have φ ji φ kj φ ik = id O X +tD ijk where D ijk is aČech 2-cocycle of Θ X . This cycle represents the obstruction for gluing the O i . We may assume L is given by
Since e L is locally split we may write E L locally on
The gluing is determined (dually) by the extension class in 
unless b consists of a single vertex. If b consists of only one vertex, then the above formulae become true if we use the reduced cohomology instead.
Since T i c (K) depends only on the supports a and b we will often denote it T i a−b (K). We will now apply the result to combinatorial manifolds. We may reduce the computation to the a = ∅ case by
Lemma 4.3. If K is a manifold and b = ∅, then U b (K) is never empty and
Thus U is non-empty and U is a cone, so connected. If b ∈ K and U = ∅, then K = st(b); i.e. a ball. This contradicts K being without boundary.
Remark. One can use the results of [AC04] to compute the T i also when K has boundary. In this case though the U b may not be connected if b is a face and we do not get as nice formulae as we do in the non-boundary case.
Definition 4.4. Define B(K) to be the set of b ⊆ [K], |b| ≥ 2, with the properties
Note that if K is not a sphere, then B(K) = ∅.
is a manifold with boundary and ∂b is in this boundary. If F is a facet of ∂b, then L b = lk(F, K \ st(b)) and therefore a ball.
We may add up these results to get a description of the whole T 1 Table 1 . Manifolds K with dim K ≤ 2 and B(K) = ∅. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.3, Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 4.5.
Remark. The case where b is not a face corresponds to the notion of stellar exchange defined in [Pac91] . (See also [Vir93] .) Assume K is a complex with a non-empty face a such that lk(a, K) = ∂b * L for some non-empty set b and b is not a face of lk(a, K). We can now make a new complex Fl a,b (K) by removing st(a) = ∂b * ā * L and replacing it with ∂a * b * L,
If |b| = 1, that is if b is a new vertex, then Fl a,b (K) is just the ordinary result of starring b at a. We see from Theorem 4.6 that if a is not empty and b is not a face, then a − b contributes to T 1 exactly when we can construct Fl a,b (K).
In dimensions 0, 1 and 2 we may classify all the manifolds with B(K) = ∅. We use the notation of Section 2.1. If X is finite set, let P n (X) ⊆ 2 X be the set of subsets Y with |Y | = n. Set P ≥n (X) = r≥n P r (X).
Proposition 4.7. If K is a manifold and dim K ≤ 2, then B(K) = ∅ if and only if K is one of the triangulations in Table 1 .
We are not able to get so precise results for T 2 , but for oriented manifolds and especially spheres, T 2 is reasonably computable. Again it is enough to compute the case a = ∅ and then use these results on lk(a) in the general case.
∅−b may be computed as follows:
. These results are true even when the degree n − |b| = −1 with the convention
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 we have
. Now |∂b| is homeomorphic to S |b|−2 , so |∂b * L| is homeomorphic to the (|b| − 1)-fold suspension of |L|.
If b ∈ K and |b| ≥ 2 use first duality to get T 2 st(b) ). Since |b| ≥ 2, if we excise st(b), we achieve an isomorphism with
The suspension argument gives the exact sequence in the statement.
If
The last statement follows from Alexander duality on the (n − |b| + 1)-sphere lk(b ). is generated, as a module, by x v ∂/∂x v if and only if every non-maximal a ∈ K is properly contained in at least two different faces.
Certainly the criteria of the second statement is met by manifolds (without boundary). We may exploit this to construct an "Euler sequence" for P(K)
which are subject to the relation n i=0 δ i = 0. Let S i = P(st({i}, K)) ⊂ P(K) where we view S i as embedded in P n , i.e. I S i contains all x j with {j} ∪ {i} ∈ K.
Theorem 5.2. If K is a manifold, then there is an exact sequence of sheaves
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, Θ P(K) is generated by the global sections δ i . This gives a surjection O n P(K) → Θ P(K) . The annihilator of δ i is the ideal sheaf associated to Ann x i ⊆ A K . Clearly Ann x i + I K is the Stanley-Reisner ideal of st({i}, K).
The natural homomorphisms A K → A K / Ann x i add up to an injection A K → A K / Ann x i since every non-empty f ∈ K is in some st({i}). This gives the exact sequence. Applying cohomology to this sequence yields the second statement. Indeed, st({i}) is contractible so the isomorphisms follow from Theorem 2.2.
Proposition 5.3. If K is a manifold, then in the exact sequence
Proof. By Theorem 5.2 there is a commutative diagram of Euler sequences with exact rows
where α is the identity and β is induced from multiplication with the x i . Thus the cokernel of γ equals the cokernel of β which is clearly
For the local Hilbert functor Def P(K)/P n we have the following result which we will also need in the sequel. We are now able to describe the
(1)) = 0 when i ≥ 1 by Theorem 2.2, so the map
Hom P (I K , A K ) 0 by Proposition 5.4, the exact sequence in Proposition 5.3 yields (i).
Since
The exact sequences come from the edge exact sequences of the globallocal spectral sequence for T i P(K) , see e.g. [Pal76, §4] . The surjectivity in the first sequence follows from the exactness of
By Proposition 5.3 this d 2 factors through H 1 ( n i=0 O B i (1)) = 0, so it is the zero map. This, together with H 1 (P(K), T 1 P(K) ) = 0 yields the second exact sequence as well.
We may use the analysis in section 4 to find formulae for T 1 and T 2 for low dimensional K. Let f i be the number of i-dimensional faces of K and let f (k) i be number of i-dimensional faces with valency k.
1 + 2f
Proof of Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7. By Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 5.2 we need only to find the contribution from T 1 A K ,0 . The T 1 a−b that contribute in degree 0 have 0 < |a| ≤ |b|. By Theorem 4.6, if T 1 a−b = 0, then dim K − dim a + 1 ≥ |b|. We must therefore have dim a ≤ 1 2 dim K. Except for the case dim K = 3, |a| = 2 and |b| = 3, there is a unique a making |a| = |b|. In the exceptional case lk(a) equals ∂∆ 2 and there are two choices for a. Thus f The second formula when dim K = 2 follows from
The T 2 formula follows from Proposition 4.8.
Since f 1 contributes to T 1 when K is a surface, P(K) is never rigid in this case. Things are different in dimension 3.
Corollary 5.8. If K is a 3-dimensional manifold, then P(K) is rigid if H 2 (K) = 0 and all edges e have ν(e) ≥ 5.
Example 5.9. If K is the boundary complex of the regular solid with Schläfli symbol {3, 3, 5}, then P(K) is rigid in P 119 .
We cannot give formulas for T 2 in the 3-dimensional case, but Proposition 4.8 is a useful tool for computations. We illustrate this with a 3-dimensional example. where addition is modulo 8. The links of the vertices are all boundaries of the cyclic polytope C(7, 3). We draw the link of {0} in Figure 1 . We will compute T 2 A ∂C(8,4) ,0 using the statements and notation of Proposition 4.8. In dimension 3, T 2 a−b = 0 with |a| ≤ |b| implies that dim a ≤ 1. If a is an edge then only the case lk(a) = E 6 contributes to T 2 and the contribution may be computed as above (see also [AC04, Example 17]). There are 8 such edges, {i, i + 1}, so we get 8 × 3 = 24 basis elements this way.
If a is a vertex we may assume by symmetry that a = {0}, so lk(a) is as drawn in Figure 1 . We need to find the different b with the property T 2 ∅−b (∂C(7, 3)) = 0. Assume first b is not a face. Thus T 2 ∅−b = 0 if ∂b is not a sub-complex. If ∂b is a sub-complex then T 2 Summing up we get a contribution to T 2 for a = {0} when b is {2, 5}, {3, 6},{1, 4},{4, 7} or {1, 4, 7} and in each case dim T 2 a−b = 1. Thus all in all dim T 2 A ∂C(8,4) ,0 = 24 + 8 × 5 = 64.
Algebraic and non-algebraic deformations of P(K)
We consider now the functor Def
(1), of algebraic deformations. We will keep the notation from Section 3 and 5.
Recall that S i = P (st({i}, K) ).
and H 0 (P(K), T 2 P(K) ) contains all obstructions for Def a P(K) . Proof. We claim that the exact sequence in Theorem 5.2 represents the dual of c(O P(K) (1)). Indeed, from the proof of Theorem 3.1, we see that E L is determined by being locally
One checks that ⊕ n i=0 O S i satisfies this when f ij = x j /x i . The rest of the statement follows from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 5.5
On the other hand we may consider the functor of locally trivial deformations Def P(K) . (See e.g. [Ser06, 1.1.2].)
and H 2 (P(K), Θ P(K) ) H 3 (K, k) is an obstruction space for Def P(K) .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.2.
From now on let K be a 2-manifold. If it is oriented then H 2 (K, k) k and H 3 (K, k) = 0. Thus Def P(K) has a smooth one dimensional versal base space. If k = C, since H 1 (E O P(K) (1) ) = 0, the fibers will consist of nonalgebraic deformations of the compact complex space S = P C (K). We may describe them explicitly.
Let y
(see Section 2.2) and the gluing is determined by y (i) j = x j /x i . We wish to understand the isomorphism C H 2 (K, C) H 1 (Θ S ). If σ is any oriented 2-simplex of K, then the class of its dual σ * will be a generator of H 2 (K, C) C. Assume σ = {i, j, k} with i < j < k. One may compute that the corresponding generator of H 1 (Θ S ) is theČech cocycle
The corresponding one parameter versal family over ∆ = {t ∈ C | |t| < 1} is thus achieved by changing the gluing by
while all other identities remain the same. This defines a family of complex spaces X → ∆.
We may describe this family in a way that generalizes the treatment of the tetrahedron in [Fri83] . Let P σ P 2 be the component of S corresponding to σ, S = P(K \ σ) and D = S ∩ P σ P(E 3 ). Note that S remains unchanged by the new gluing since δ σ |S = 0. Of course the restriction δ σ |P σ is a coboundary and is the image of d = −δ
. This corresponds to a C * action on D which is not induced by projective transformations of P 2 . Now d is a cocycle on D and it's class in H 0 (Θ D ) generates H 1 (E 3 ). The corresponding family of automorphisms may be defined by φ t (x i : x j : 0) = ((1 − t)x i : x j : 0) on the component x k = 0 and φ t = 1 on the other two components. We may regard φ t as an isomorphism
We sum up the above in Proposition 6.3. If K is an oriented 2-dimensional manifold and S = P C (K) then the 1-dimensional versal locally trivial deformation X → ∆ of S has fibers X t S P σ /x ∼ φ t (x) . The fibers X t , t = 0, are non-algebraic complex spaces.
We may compute Def a S when K is a 2-dimensional combinatorial manifold and all vertices v have ν(v) ≤ 6. Let S = P(K). We start by defining a set of coordinate functions corresponding dually to a basis for Def The variable t i,j = t j,i for each edge {i, j}. The 4 variables v i , v i,j , v i,k , v i,l for each vertex {i} with ν({i}) = 3 and {j}, {k}, {l} the vertices of lk({i}). The 2 variables u i,i 1 = u i,i 3 and u i,i 2 = u i,i 4 for each vertex {i} with ν({i}) = 4 and {i j , i j+1 } the edges of lk({i}).
Let P S be the polynomial k-algebra andP S the formal power series algebra in these variables.
For each vertex {i 0 } with ν({i 0 }) = 6, choose a cyclic ordering of the vertices {i 1 }, . . . , {i 6 } in the hexagon lk({i 0 }) so that {i j , i j+1 } are the edges of lk({i 0 }). Let G i 0 be a set of 6 power series inP S ;
G i a set of 6f
power series. Note that we do not assume g i,j = g j,i if both vertices have valency 6.
Let a G i 0 ⊂P S be the ideal generated by the 2 × 2 minors of
and define the ideal
We set a S = a G if all g ij = t ij . Finally define the complete local k-algebrâ R G =P S /a G . Denote the maximal ideal ofR G by m.
Theorem 6.4. If K is a 2-dimensional combinatorial manifold with ν(v) ≤ 6 for all vertices, then we may find G as above with g i,j = t i,j + higher order terms such that SpecR G is a formal versal base space for Def a S . If ν({i}) = 6, {i, j} is an edge and ν({j}) ≤ 5, then we may choose g i,j = t i,j .
Example 6.5. If K is the suspension {{0}, {7}} * E 6 , thenP S is the power series ring in the 30 variables t 0,j for j = 1, . . . , 6 , t 7,j for j = 1, . . . , 6, t i,i+1 for i = 1, . . . , 6, u i,i+1 = u i,i−1 for i = 1, . . . , 6 and u i,0 = u i,7 for i = 1, . . . , 6. The ideal a S is generated by the 2 × 2 minors of t 0,1 t 0,3 t 0,5 t 0,4 t 0,6 t 0,2 and t 7,1 t 7,3 t 7,5 t 7,4 t 7,6 t 7,2 andR S is the 26 dimensional quotient ring.
We will prove the theorem using obstruction calculus. To do this we need to know what the possible local deformations of each chart may look like. Let Z n = A(E n ) and recall that S is covered by U i Z ν({i}) .
Index the vertices of E n cyclically by 1, 2, . . . , n, all addition is done modulo n, so that the edges of E n are {i, i + 1}. The Stanley-Reisner ideal of Z n for n ≥ 4 is I n = ({y i y j : |j − i| ≥ 2}) in k[y 1 , . . . , y n ].
The infinite dimensional T 1 Zn is computed in e.g. [AC04] . If n ≥ 5 a basis may be represented by φ mapping y 1 y 2 y 3 → 1. We will denote the dual coordinate functions in the symmetric algebra Sym(T 1 Zn ) by t (k)
i . For n = 3, 4, 5, 6 we will define a normal form for a deformation of Z n . These will consist of a k-algebra R n which is a quotient of the infinite dimensional algebra of formal power series k[[t (k) i ]], by a finitely generated ideal a n and a finite set of equations
. The one equation
is all that is in I 3 . E 6 (First obstructed case): Let a 6 be the ideal generated by the 2×2 minors of and set f = p(S) and e = f /(f + 2). The six equations
for i = 1, . . . , 6 and the three equations
for i = 1, 2, 3 make up I 6 . (See [Ste98, 4 .3] for a description of a similar family.)
Proposition 6.6. For any k-algebra homomorphism R n → A, for n = 3, 4, 5, 6, where A is an artinian local k-algebra and almost all t
Proof. We must prove that the relations among the generators of I Zn in k[y 1 , . . . , y n ] lift over R n to relations among the elements in I n . This is trivially true for n = 3, 4 and easily checked for n = 5. We will now prove it for n = 6.
To shorten notation set t i = t
(1)
i . Let F i,j be the equation in I 6 lifting y i y j . The dihedral group D 6 acts on everything by permuting indices. The action is generated by e.g. the cycle (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and the reflection (2, 6)(3, 5). In particular it acts on I 6
There are 16 generators of the relation module for I Z 6 and they split into two D 6 orbits; the orbits of y 5 (y 1 y 3 ) − y 1 (y 3 y 5 ) and y 6 (y 1 y 3 ) − y 1 (y 3 y 6 ). Using the D 6 symmetry it is enough to give liftings of these 2 relations and one checks that the following two expressions are such liftings: + s 4 (et 5 + f s 5 y 5 )F 1,4 − y 1 F 3,6 .
These equations and relations were originally conjectured after using Maple to lift equations and relations to degree 19.
Definition 6.7. An infinitesimal deformation Z → Spec(A) of Z n is in normal form if it is induced in the above sense by (R n , I n ), i.e. there exists a k-algebra homomorphism R n → A where almost all t (k) i → 0 and I Z ⊂ A[y 1 , . . . , y n ] is generated by the image of I n .
Proof of Theorem 6.4. We will construct by induction Cartesian diagrams of deformations of S (6.3)
where the R n are local artinian quotients of P S with R n R n+1 /m n+1 , m is the maximal ideal ofP S , andR = lim R n is as in the theorem. Set first R 0 = k and R 1 = P S /m 2 . Thus the Kodaira-Spencer map will be surjective and the constructed formal deformation will be versal. In fact we claim there exists a sequence of deformations 6.3 with the properties;
(i) For each vertex {i} there exists normal forms
and such that the deformation
j ) for all i where ν({i}) = 6, {j} ∈ lk({i}) and let G (n) be the set of these polynomials lifted to P S . Then if a G (n) is as in 6.1 we have R n+1 P S /(a G (n) + m n+2 ). We start with the first-order case n = 1. For each U i we exhibit the map R ν({i}) → R 1 in Table 2 . (With the convention when ν = 4 that t 
Assume we have the deformations up to R n . We must exhibit X n+1 and the ψ (n+1) i satisfying property (i) for the R n+1 defined by property (ii). The ideal a G (n) contains the images of the local obstruction equations 6.2 for each valency 6 vertex. Thus each ψ
be the induced normal form deformation of each chart. The difference between the deformations (U ij , O i ) and (U ij , O j ) gives an element of T 1 U ij . We know that H 1 (T 1 S ) = 0 (Theorem 5.5), so we may adjust these local deformations to make the difference 0. Explicitly we may proceed as follows.
Recall that U ij = U i ∩ U j = ∅ if {i, j} is not an edge. Assume that {i, j} is an edge and that lk({i, j}) = {{k}, {l}}. In the local coordinates of (
if {j} ∈ lk({i}) and ν({j}) = 4
if {j} ∈ lk({i}) and ν({j}) = 4 ν({i}) = 5, 6 t
if {j} ∈ lk({i}) and ν({j}) = 4 Table 2 . The first-order normal form for each U i .
we may write Γ(U ij , O S ) = k[y k , y l , y j , y , and therefore not the normal form. We may now glue over these isomorphisms to make X n+1 with the wanted properties.
From Theorem 3.1 and the remark after it we get Corollary 6.8. There exists G as in Theorem 6.4 and a local k-algebra R with completionR =R G such that Spec R is a versal base space for Def a S . In particular if all g ij = t ij in G then R = (P S /a S ) m .
An interesting set of examples comes about if we ask for all valencies for vertices of K to equal 6. This is known as a degree 6 regular triangulation.
If n is the number vertices, then the the f -vector must be (n, 3n, 2n). In particular the Euler characteristic of K is 0 so |K| is a torus or a Klein bottle and S is either a degenerate abelian or bielliptic surface.
There are many such triangulations, see [BK] for a classification for tori and [DU05] for many examples. Certain such triangulations where used to study degenerations of abelian surfaces in [GP98] . We describe here just one series for the torus which includes the vertex-minimal triangulation when n = 7.
Example 6.9. On n vertices {0, . . . , n − 1} we list the the 2n faces (all addition is done modulo n):
{i, i + 2, i + 3} {i, i + 1, i + 3} 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 .
Note that lk({i}) is the hexagon with vertices {i+2, i+3, i+1, i−2, i−3, i−1}. This is the series T n,1,2 in [DU05] .
It turns out that for such a triangulation we may choose all g i,j = t i,j in the description of the versal base space.
Theorem 6.10. If K is a degree 6 regular triangulation of the torus or the Klein bottle and R = (k[t i,j : {i, j}an edge in K]/a S ) m then Spec R is a versal base space for Def a S . Proof. We keep the notation from the proof of Theorem 6.4. All U i Z 6 and only the edges in K contribute to H 0 (T 1 ). Consider the equations in the normal form for a deformation of Z 6 with all s j = 0; y j−1 y j+1 + t (1) j y j j = 1, . . . , 6 y j y j+3 − t (1) j+1 t
(1) j+2 j = 1, 2, 3 . For each U i we get a deformation in this normal form over the completion R from the map ψ i : R 6 →R, ψ i (t (1) j ) = t ij for each each vertex {j} ∈ lk({i}). (Again we use the convention that the indices for E 6 are the indices of the vertices in lk({i}) in cyclic order.) Let (U i , O i ) → SpecfR be the corresponding family.
We claim that we may construct a formal deformation 
